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Abstract. 
Technological innovation in archltecture concems the 
construction phase but also a vast digital instrumental ap-
paratus that has a direct impact on the whole design pro-
cess, starting from the very beginning, at a cognitive lev-
e!. Research on the design process can no longer disregard 
the increasingly prominent role of digital tools and must 
reflect critically on the rnind as the system that emerg-
es frorn the interaction of the architect's brain, body, and 
digita! tools. With a neurophenomenological perspective 
(Varela, 1996) and within the framework of the extend-
ed rnind theory (Clark & Chalmers, 1998) and its subse-
quent developrnents, we propose a discussi on of the role 
of rnental imagery in the design process in panicular in 
the interaction with digital tools. 

The analogy between mental imagery and multisensori-
al perception is now demonstrated thanks to discover-
ies in neuroscientifìc research (Pearson, 2019) that con-

finn some of the rnany phllosophical theories developed 
throughout hlstory (Giachetta et al., 2019). This aspect is 
especially relevant in the design process because it means 
that through menta! irnagery, if used actively, the archltect 
can convey in the project data related to the rnultisensori-
al and embodied experience of space, whlch can become 
design rnaterial. 

We will proceed in the paper with the discussion of three 
cri tic al aspects of the interaction between rnental irnage-
ry and some specific digital tools, namely the retrieval of 
motor and multisensory stimuli (Arbib, 2021; Zumthor, 
1998), the relationship between irnagining the whole and 
the parts of the architectural space (Raiteri, 2014), the in-
terplay between precision and vagueness (Rowe, 2017). 

Some of these reflections were taken as hypotheses that 
we aimed to verify through two experirnental studies 
conducted in collaboration with psychologists and neu-
rophysiologists. The first study (Buondonno, Chlorri, 
Vannucci, & Giachetta, 2023) collected first-person 
data frorn 90 undergraduate students and the second 
(Buondonno, Chiorri, Vannucci, Leandri, et al., 2023), 
which is now underway, aims to assess the visual cogni-
tive styles and abilities of professional archltects and also 
the neural correlates using electroencephalography. We 
will repon and discuss the result of both studies. 
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